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Comparative-Historical Methods 2012-11-12 this bright engaging title provides a thorough and integrated review of comparative historical methods it sets out an intellectual
history of comparative historical analysis and presents the main methodological techniques employed by researchers including comparative historical analysis case based
methods comparative methods data case selection and theory matthew lange has written a fresh easy to follow introduction which showcases classic analyses offers clear
methodological examples and describes major methodological debates it is a comprehensive grounded book which understands the learning and research needs of students and
researchers
Comparison and History 2004 first published in 2004 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
An Introduction to Historical Comparison 2021 an introduction to historical comparison is the first comprehensive study of the theory and practice of comparative historical
research designed as a handbook for historians this book shows scholars how to develop the skills needed to successfully employ a comparative methodology it begins by tracing
the intellectual history of comparative history writing and then examines the practice of historical comparison the result is a clear and engaging analysis of historical thinking
and a useful guide to main methodological techniques successes and pitfalls of comparative research
An Introduction to Historical Comparison 2020-12-10 historical comparison as a method of historical analysis goes back to herodotus in antiquity yet it was not until the 1920s
through the work of historian marc bloch that it was recognised as a solid historical method even today some historians are wary of applying a comparative lens to their work
why is this mikhail krom asks when historical comparison can be an incredibly insightful approach to history designed as a helpful resource for historians an introduction to
historical comparison aims to teach scholars how to develop the skills needed to successfully employ a comparative methodology it begins by tracing the intellectual history of
comparative history writing and then examines the practice of historical comparison the result is a clear and engaging analysis of historical thinking and a useful guide to main
methodological techniques successes and pitfalls of comparative research an introduction to historical comparison is the first comprehensive study of the theory and practice of
comparative historical research combining a wide range of case studies from the best practitioners of historical comparison with an innovative interdisciplinary perspective this
book is thus a meaningful contribution to current debates on historiography as such this resource will be of immense value to both students reading historiography and
methodology and to historians looking to apply a comparative approach to their own research
Revolutions 1994 from the american revolution to the conflicts in afghanistan revolutions have played a critical role in the course of history insight into the causes of
revolutions and the factors that shape their outcomes is critical to understanding politics and world history and revolutions is a reader designed to address this need part one
offers a combination of classic treatises and late breaking scholarship that develops students theoretical understanding of revolutionary movements part two shows students how
these theories play out in real life through rich accessible accounts of major revolutionary episodes in modern history
People, Nations and Traditions in a Comparative Frame 2021-03-10 if the turn of the twenty first century was characterised by the history wars in which bitter internecine
battles raged between different historical schools jonathan steinberg was noteworthy for his methodological pluralism his own historical worked spanned diplomatic history
military history the social history of war biography social history banking history political culture and genocide studies he often employed a comparative historical approach
which teased out deep historical explanations by examining personalities nations and traditions simultaneously this book offers a critical appreciation of his contribution to
modern historical practice with contributions by former students and colleagues whose own interests are as diverse as those of steinberg himself
The Evolution of International Society 2001 promotes the ability to study history with primary sources and the ability to compare aspects of major societies
World History in Documents 2008-04-15 as collective history becomes more tightly bound with personal narratives the lines between history memory and commemoration
have blurred when history is inconvenient to a specific group it is often compromised watered down for public consumption the articles in this special collection of the annals
examine what happens when scholars concentrate on an unsavory part of a collective history across the globe the past gets politicized used and misused the articles in this
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volume focus on the political dynamics of confronting the publication of disagreeable findings about collective pasts most contributions cover a specific country or regional study
where historical records are at odds with the collective story that has been embraced the details of these highlighted conflicts vary yet readers will notice striking similarities
in the ways that contentious facts are handled by the collective society substantial delays in confronting an unpalatable aspect of the past challenges to the motives integrity or
loyalty of the messengers attempts to quarantine information that is damaging to the established histories researchers students and policy makers will find these articles which
challenge many accepted historical scripts offer important insight into the way that politics have shaped history and will encourage new research and inspire further revision
and ongoing reframing
The Evolution of International Society 1992-03-01 in this accessible and engaging work kalberg shows how weber s work casts a direct light upon issues of pressing importance
for comparative historical research today addressing in a forceful way the whole range of problems and dilemmas confronted by the comparative historical enterprise
The Politics of History in Comparative Perspective 2009-05-14 this book presents the most comprehensive coverage of the field of indo european linguistics in a century
focusing on the entire indo european family and treating each major branch and most minor languages the collaborative work of 120 scholars from 22 countries handbook of
comparative and historical indo european linguistics combines the exhaustive coverage of an encyclopedia with the in depth treatment of individual monographic studies
Max Weber's Comparative Historical Sociology 1993-09-28 the present work contributes to a better understanding of the english system of degree by means of a study of a
number of aspects in the evolution of adjective comparison that have so far either been considered controversial or not been ccounted for at all as will be shown the diachronic
aspects analysed will also have synchronic implications furthermore unlike previous synchronic as well as diachronic accounts of adjective comparison this monograph does not
concentrate on the standard comparative strategies i e inflectional and periphrastic forms only but also deals with double periphrastic comparatives thus providing an analysis of
the whole range of comparative structures in english
Handbook of Comparative and Historical Indo-European Linguistics 2017-10-23 first introduction to an english speaking audience of a field of research booming in continental
europe
English Adjective Comparison 2008 this review of the accomplishments and future agendas of comparative historical research in the social sciences explores its strengths in
explaining important worldwide outcomes e g revolutions social provision democracy it includes sections on substantive research accomplishments methodology and theory
and features essays by some of the most important political scientists and sociologists currently working
Max Weber's Comparative-historical Sociology 1994-01 in an era defined by daily polls institutional rankings and other forms of social quantification it can be easy to forget that
comparison has a long historical lineage presenting a range of multidisciplinary perspectives this volume investigates the concepts and practices of comparison from the early
modern period to the present each chapter demonstrates how comparison has helped to drive the seemingly irresistible dynamism of the modern world exploring how
comparatively minded assessors determine their units of analysis the criteria they select or ignore and just who it is that makes use of these comparisons and to what ends
History of Concepts 1998 this volume offers an important contribution to the comparative historical study of languages most of the articles deal with topics concerning the indo
european proto language as well as the individual languages descended from it essays in finno ugric philology complete the volume the book is divided in 8 sections i indo
european ii anatolian iii indic iv iranian and armenian v celtic vi germanic languages vii slavic and albanian viii fennougrica and altaica
Comparative Historical Analysis in the Social Sciences 2003-02-03 against the backdrop of an explosion of interest in new techniques for data collection and theory testing this
volume provides a fresh programmatic statement about comparative historical analysis it examines the advances and distinctive contributions that cha has made to theory
generation and the explanation of large scale outcomes that newer approaches often regard as empirically intractable an introductory essay locates the sources of cha s enduring
influence in core characteristics that distinguish this approach such as its attention to process and its commitment to empirically grounded deep case based research subsequent
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chapters explore broad research programs inspired by cha work new analytic tools for studying temporal processes and institutional dynamics and recent methodological tools
for analyzing sequences and for combining cha work with other approaches this volume is essential reading for scholars seeking to learn about the sources of cha s enduring
influence and its contemporary analytical and methodological techniques
The Force of Comparison 2019-09-01 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
Culture and History 1959 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Comparative-Historical Linguistics 1993-05-06 this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out and
cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship
accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was originally published in 1984
Advances in Comparative-Historical Analysis 2015-07-02 this collection brings together a group of international legal historians to further scholarship in different areas of
comparative and regional legal history authors are drawn from europe asia and the americas to produce new insights into the relationship between law and society across time
and space the book is divided into three parts legal history and legal culture across borders constitutional experiences in global perspective and the history of judicial
experiences the three themes and the chapters corresponding to each provide a balance between public law and private law topics and reflect a variety of methodologies both
empirical and theoretical the volume highlights the gains that may be made by comparing the development of law in different countries and different time periods the book
will be of interest to an international readership in legal history comparative law law and society and history
Othello: An Historical and Comparative Study 2022-10-27 in war states and contention sidney tarrow shows how movements from strikes and street protests to riots and civil
disobedience to revolution sometimes trigger animate and guide the course of war and how they sometimes rise during war and in war s wake to change regimes or even
overthrow states
STUDENTS COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR O 2016-08-28 this brief monograph explores the historical motivations for two sets of phonological changes in some varieties of
romance restructured voicing of intervocalic p t k and palatalization of initial l and n these developments have been treated repeatedly over the decades yet neither has
enjoyed a satisfactory solution this book attempts to demonstrate that both outcomes are ultimately attributable to the loss of early pan romance consonant gemination this study
is of interest not only to the language specific field of historical romance linguistics but also to general historical linguistics the central problems examined here constitute classic
cases of questions that cannot be answered by confining analysis solely to the individual languages under investigation the passage of time the indirect nature of fragmentary
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and accidental documentation and the nature of the changes themselves conspire to deny access to the most essential facts however comparison of closely cognate languages
now undergoing change supplies a perspective for discerning conditions that may ultimately lead to states achieved in the distant past by the languages under investigation
Households 2022-07-15 this unique handbook presents the work of many of the world s foremost authorities on children in a reference guide that affirms the importance of the
role children play in the story of civilization the contributors represent many nations as well as a variety of disciplines the result is a volume beginning with an historical
overview of children in pre modern times and continuing with studies of modern childhood in countries throughout the world broad in its scope this volume highlights the
uniqueness of each historical and cultural influence and demonstrates how the study of childhood crosses all boundaries
Global Legal History 2018-12-07 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
War, States, and Contention 2015-04-09 through a series of original essays by leading international scholars the roman empire in context historical and comparative perspectives
offers a comparative historical analysis of the roman empire s role and achievement and more broadly establishes rome s significance within comparative studies fills a gap in
comparative historical analysis of the roman empire s role and achievement features contributions from more than a dozen distinguished scholars from around the world
explores the relevance of important comparativist themes of state empire and civilization to ancient rome
The Rights of Women: A Comparative Study in History and Legislation 2019-03-04 worlds of history offers a flexible comparative and thematic organization that accommodates
a variety of teaching approaches and helps students to make cross cultural comparisons thoughtfully compiled by a distinguished world historian and community college
instructor each chapter presents a wide array of primary and secondary sources arranged around a major theme such as universal religions the environment and technology or
gender and family across two or more cultures along with pedagogy that builds students capacity to analyze and interpret sources
Historical Linguistics and the Comparative Study of African Languages 2011 excerpt from historical origins of imperial federation a comparative historical and political study of
the various schemes for the reconstruction of the relation of great britain and her colonies 1754 1867 for the proper perspective in a scheme of this nature one must go back
about two hundred years to the period when the activity of the board of trade and plantations was at its height in north american colonial government this period opens in
1696 and ceases only with the separation of the larger portion of these colonies from great britain it will of course be necessary to subdivide this and the subsequent periods in
order to distinguish the sources of the schemes after the introduction which covers the years to 1754 there will be plans from the american and british sources until the revolt
of the present united states from then to 1824 several canadian proposals will be discussed the period after this will last till lord durham s report and will be followed by a
number of schemes from various sources until we reach con federation proper about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works
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Structuring Politics 1998 worlds of history offers a flexible comparative and thematic organization that accommodates a variety of teaching approaches and helps students to
make cross cultural comparisons thoughtfully compiled by a distinguished world historian and community college instructor each chapter presents a wide array of primary and
secondary sources arranged around a major theme such as universal religions the environment and technology or gender and family across two or more cultures
Comparative Historical Dialectology 2002-09-05 for good or ill most if not all of the great institutions which have formed the framework of society have had their roots in the
idea of deity as a beneficent providential order of transcendental reality in being handed down through countless generations the beliefs concepts and customs have assumed a
great variety of new outward forms in the process of transmission and development to determine their true meaning and function as a cohesive force and as an expression of
ultimate reality the comparative and historical methods can be employed with considerable advantage this book first published in 1950 provides a valuable comparative study of
religion
Differentiation Theory and Social Change 1990 assembled by award winning community college teacher and distinguished world historian kevin reilly the documents in the
best selling worlds of history bring history alive for students students read voices from the distant and more recent past that address topics and issues like patriarchy love and
marriage and imperialism of enduring interest and relevance ranging widely across regions and cultures each chapter takes up a major theme and asks students to examine it
in the context of two or more cultures encouraging them to make cross cultural connections and comparisons the flexible comparative and thematic framework easily
accommodates the variety of approaches instructors bring to teaching world history while supporting the general goal of cultivating critical thinking skills
Children in Historical and Comparative Perspective 1991-03-25
The Rights of Women: A Comparative Study in History and Legislation 2018-02-14
Shakespeare studies: historical and comparative in method... 2010-12-23
The Roman Empire in Context 1977
Indo-European Philology 2016-09-30
Worlds of History, Volume 1 2016-11-09
Historical Origins of Imperial Federation 2013-01-04
Worlds of History, Volume I: To 1550 2016-02-23
The Concept of Deity 2007-01-05
Worlds of History, Volume One: To 1550
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